
 

 

SUCCESS CASE 
MEET IP INTERCOM AND NICE HOME AUTOMATION 

NICE HOME CENTER 3 



 

 

NICE AND MEET IP SYSTEM INTEGRATION  
 
It is possible to reduce costs on home automation projects by integrating the video intercom system with the home 
automation using MEET indoor monitors as the main user interface to control NICE  home automation at home.   

SYSTEM ACHITECTURE   

¨ Integration costs are decreased by using a single touch screen, the MEET indoor monitor, instead of 
2 touch screens for home automation and video intercom.  

¨ Solution aesthetic is improved since the amount of devices is minimized to 1 single intercom monitor. 

¨ Integration time and costs are dramatically reduced, due that there no SIP integration are required, so 
the Technical knowledge required to do the integration 

¨ All specific residential video intercom functionalities are provided by FERMAX MEET system, which is  
designed  to offer the best user experience for tenants and visitors. 

¨ With the 10” WIT video monitor, building IP network and home local network are completely isolated 
thanks to its 2 RJx45 interfaces. 
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INTEGRATION ARCHITECTURE 

INSTALLATION REMARKS  

The APP installation on the monitor is done by the installer through the local IP network. This installation can be done  
at once in batch mode so all monitors in the installation can be uploaded with the app.  

Interoperability is based in Home Center 3, Home Center 3 Lite and YUBII. For other product versions please contact 
our Technical Support. 

In the same way the home automation can be controlled through the YUBII App using smartphones or tablets, the 
YUBII App can be used in the WIT indoor monitor, since it is Android 10 based. In this way we can provide a fixed 
and centralised device in the installation. 
 
WIT monitor can interact easily with Home Center or YUBII hub, which is the 
main link with the home automation devices at home. 
 
There are different models of WIT 10” monitor ANDROID 10. White and Black 
colour can be chosen. It is also possible to choose the 7” smaller version in 
case it fits better in reduced spaces. 

WHY FERMAX? 

FERMAX is a worldwide reference in the video intercom industry. The products have been installed in the most em-
blematic projects in the world. FERMAX Distribution network, which is present in more than 70 countries, will provide 
the  best Support and assistance.  
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MEET PRODUCT REFERENCE NUMBERS 

HOME CENTER 3 

YUBII 

FERMAX INTERCOM INDOOR UNITS 

PANELS 

WIT 7” Y 10” INDOOR MONITORS 

MILO 1 PUSHBUTTON 
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KIN PANEL MARINE PANEL 

MEET ME  
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* Confirm WIT Android 10 availability 
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